Effect of design specifications in dose-finding trials for combination therapies in oncology.
Model-based dose-finding methods for a combination therapy involving two agents in phase I oncology trials typically include four design aspects namely, size of the patient cohort, three-parameter dose-toxicity model, choice of start-up rule, and whether or not to include a restriction on dose-level skipping. The effect of each design aspect on the operating characteristics of the dose-finding method has not been adequately studied. However, some studies compared the performance of rival dose-finding methods using design aspects outlined by the original studies. In this study, we featured the well-known four design aspects and evaluated the impact of each independent effect on the operating characteristics of the dose-finding method including these aspects. We performed simulation studies to examine the effect of these design aspects on the determination of the true maximum tolerated dose combinations as well as exposure to unacceptable toxic dose combinations. The results demonstrated that the selection rates of maximum tolerated dose combinations and UTDCs vary depending on the patient cohort size and restrictions on dose-level skipping However, the three-parameter dose-toxicity models and start-up rules did not affect these parameters. Copyright © 2016 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.